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Bitcoin is an Open Source, Decentralised, Peer to Peer, Permissionless, Trustless, Immutable, Public Network
that allows for the transmissions of value across the internet where the whole
network resettles every 10 minutes.
Most simply it can be thought of as programmable cash.
Ideally, bitcoin will be to money/ value as the internet is to information.
•

Open Source - Anyone can view all the underlying code or propose tweaks.

•

Decentralised- No one is in charge. No central bank. Very difficult/impossible to censor.

•

Peer to Peer-

•

Permissionless- Anyone can build an app on top of the network. Anyone or anything can have an a wallet - be it
someone in the 3rd world with no id, a 13 yr old, a computer virus, a self-driving/ owning car or a terrorist group.
The network is dumb/ does not discriminate. Allows innovation on the edges.

•

Trustless - every node on the network can independently verify all transactions.

•

Immutable- once bitcoins are transferred they cannot be charged back. Once something is posted in the chain
it cannot then be edited later as everything is sequentially dependent.

•

Public- everyone can see the details of all transactions on the blockchain.

A la cash. No intermediaries as with visa/mastercard.
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Bitcoin can be simply thought of as an application which merges two more familiar technologies,
BitTorrent and Public Key Encryption in a unique way producing a chain of transactions which is
guaranteed to be valid without any central authority.
•

BitTorrent is a protocol for sharing files held simultaneously across a network. (What people use to steal
movies from the web)

•

Public Key encryption is how you can tell that an encrypted email is definitely from a certain person or that an
email you send can only be read by that person.

•

The bitcoin network consists of a file (blockchain) shared between nodes. This file is mostly a series of
transfers between addresses (public keys) and amounts of bitcoin associated with each address but can
effectively include any message you wish to post (you pay per kb). This database is completely viewable for
every address and transaction . The blocks are linked sequentially (each new block is a function of the
previous one)

•

This can be generalised to anything posted on the blockchain rather than the idea of coins transferring from a
to b. Can think of the private key as proof of ownership of whatever the public key represents.

Simplified Version of Protocol.
As well as nodes, the network consists of miners (special type of node) who effectively perform work to
secure the database and update the blockchain with new blocks. The miners are effectively paid for this,
but the nodes who relay traffic around the network are not.
The network poses a cryptographic problem to the miners. This is difficult to solve but easy to confirm a
solution is correct. It is effectively solved by guessing answers over and over again- known as “computing
hashes”. The first miner to solve the problem is allowed to add the next block to chain including
rewarding themselves 12.5 newly minted coins.
Every 2 weeks the network adjusts the difficulty of the problem based on how quickly the last 14 days of
problems were solved so that the problem is solved on average once every 10 minutes.
The currency supply thus grows at 12.5 coins every ten minutes, this mining reward halves every 210,00
blocks (~4 years) so that the total supply of bitcoins will never go above 21,000,000. In fact in the long
term there will be currency supply deflation due to private key loss.

Current coins in circulation: ~ 16,300,000

•

So, if you own bitcoins in address A, you send a message to any node signed with the private
key of A. You specify the (public key) address B you want to send some of those coins to, how
much to send and a transaction fee of your choosing. Tx fees at the moment are in the order
of a couple of US cents. 50c (independent of $ value transferred)

•

The nodes circulate all potential new trades. The miner that solves the problem first tells the
network the solution including which trades he wishes to include in the next block. If a
majority of the mining network concurs that his solution is valid he receives the reward and
all the fees from the specified trades and they move to the next problem- “Proof of work”.
The new block contains a hash of the previous block so all the blocks are linked together and
timestamped.
The security of the database is thus measured by the amount of hashes the miners are
computing per block (or the difficulty of the problem) and how much it would cost to control
51% of the network. The current rate consumes a lot of electricity . The miners are
effectively turning electricity into money. (China Hydro / Server farms in Iceland)

•

Hash rate ~4.5 billion/second

•

The problem which proof of work solves that no previous digital cash could solve was the idea of double
spending / trust. PGP encryption ensures that no one can spend someone else’s coins without knowing
their private key, but what if you decided to spend coins that you owned in two places at the same time?
With bitcoin, you can go to the network and check if your transaction has made it into a block. If for some
reason there are multiple versions of the blockchain being broadcast then you only accept the transaction
if it is contained in the chain with the most amount of blocks.
That way someone would need 51% of the mining power to allow them to cheat in this way and double
spend.

Current mining breakdown

Scaling the network - need to choose what to prioritise.
•

The current maximum block size is 1mb. That equates to about ~7 txs / second which is not
very much for some of the ‘visions of the future’ (VISA handles about 2000 tx/sec)

•

The network is at a point where 1mb is being approached consistently - i.e. people are
using it more but if there are 1.5mbs worth of txs the miners will pick the txs with the
highest fees. Hence fees have gone through the roof.
There is a major conflict between those who want large scale usage who want to bump the
limit and keep tx fees low and those who are concerned about the network being too
centralised who want a ‘tx fees market’ to develop. - Nodes don’t get paid.

•

•
•
•

•

This has led to several ‘core’ developers quitting and alternate development teams
proposing new solutions- this is ALL open source.
New solutions can be totally different coins- just take bitcoin source code and tweak some
parameters, then market “Rodgerbucks”
Just released ‘SegWit’ - will compress transaction size allow ~1.7 more tx/ MB - unclear as
to will it be adopted.
Being worked on- ‘Lightning Network’ – peer to peer transactions which don’t get posted to
the blockchain to settle small value transactions, can later be netted with only aggregate
posted. ETA? Also potential conflict of interest, but would reduce transaction fees for day
to day purchases to <1c

Blockchain size ~113Gb

Drawbacks
•

Tens of thousands of copies of a database all syncho updating is incredibly
inefficient and resource intensive.

•

Immutable!

•

Unclear how and to what extent the network can scale.

No take-backsies. Mistakes are permanent.

Many others will effectively just be databases or hijacking the buzz around
‘blockchain’ to shoehorn in a solution.
No regulation => Breakneck development +MANY SCAMS
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What will Bitcoin be when it grows up?
Bitcoin is/ has been different things to different people:
•

Gold 2.0 - 21st century goldbugs and libertarians. To them BTC is a cryptoasset that replicates all the positives of gold, (limited supply, independent of
central banks, fixed supply / known monetary inflation etc) without the
negative of being v hard/expensive to store and transport. (Borderless)

•

21st Century Cash – The potentially tiny transaction fees can enable
widespread uses/ applications (see disrupting ebay, paypal later) which aren’t
economical at current money transfer expense rates. BTC would also enable
easily transferring money across borders – i.e. remittances to the 3rd world.

•

Banking as an app / providing financial services to the unbanked where only
pre-requisite is a mobile phone.

•

Speculation Vehicle. - BTC has had very volatile returns in last number of
years, largely very positive. In many ways the blockchain/crypto space is like
another dot-com bubble. People feel that ‘this is the future, I want a piece’ but
don’t understand the fundamentals. All crypto-currency mkt caps ~ 12 bln $.

•

Illicit commerce- in 2011-2013 the Silk Road was an online
marketplace that ran on an IP-address hiding browser (ToR)
which was effectively Ebay for drugs. BTC was the currency.
FBI shutdown and founder in jail for life. As the blockchain is
totally transparent it is not very anonymous and it is likely
illicit commerce will not be as big a part of BTC’s future but is
by far the biggest current active use case. There are
alternate currencies which are by default anonymous.

•

A settlement network- Since the blockchain is a permanently
secured database, and the miners are being ‘paid’ to secure
that – it should be for ‘important transactions’ not so that
people in 100 years can see when I bought coffee. They see
the strength as a network that auto-settles itself every ten
minutes - compared to say t+3 for equities.

Long Term / Idealised visions

• Disrupting lawyers. Smart contracts – can write contracts that only execute when
certain conditions are met – A trust “deliver 1,000 btc to my daughter’s address when
she turns 18” or that the address that represents ownership of my house
automatically transfers if my name and a certain unique message appears on state
death notice website.
• Disrupting Accountants- every transaction from a given address on the blockchain. If
you or a business did most/all commerce on the chain then all accounting could be
automated.
• Every block on the chain has a verified timestamp - you could include a message with
a transaction which is a hash of a text file that describes a patent, research paper
proving you were the first person to do something, first reporter of a story etc.
• Disrupting investment banking - Very easy to issue shares on a chain that represent
equity in a firm, opens the idea of an IPO to much smaller companies. This has already
started happening on the Ethereum blockchain - “ICOs”
• Supply chain/ Trade finance- owner of a private key equates to bill of lading.
• Self-owning cars / machines w altruistic programming.

--- Bottom Line - Even if any of this stuff comes to fruition the development of the infrastructure will take many years.
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BTC Price has had a number of sharp moves in the last year. Events include:
• The supply halving happened ~ 8 months ago.
• PBOC cracking down on the high leverage/fake volume on Chinese exchanges and the
idea that Chinese capital flight is going through Bitcoin.
• Hacking of a major exchange (stealing of its private keys) with $70m of coins stolen.
• Speculation around and subsequent rejection of ETF proposal.
• Speculation around a “hard fork”
• USD wiring issues for non U.S. exchanges.
• Cash ban in India
• Recognition as legal payment method in Japan from April ‘17

•

Though the price is extremely volatile that has been trending slowly downwards , though
interrupted by a series of ‘events’ around which the price has varied considerably.

•

•
•
•

•

ETF

For Bitcoin to realise the use case of digital gold it would require institutional
money to be able to invest. Many of the pricing models are based on some % of
the gold market.
Vast majority of funds do not have regulatory clearance or technical competence
to do this.
The Winklevoss twins (of Facebook Fame) applied to list an ETF on BATS
The SEC denied on the grounds that not a large enough % of volume trades on
regulated exchanges. Though said they would reconsider should this situation
change and made no mention of issues raised such as drugs / Ponzi scheme etc.
My own submission to the SEC was cited 8 times in their decision, though broadly
in favour there were several clear issues including no plan of what to do in a hard
fork.

Fiat for bitcoin (or altcoin) exchanges take place at various
Exchanges across different geographies with
no one dominant player.
Prior to December ‘16 - the Chinese exchanges had no trading fees
Just withdrawal /deposit fees with discounts for ‘liquidity provision’
They had little KYC, 20:1 leverage up to $1.4m credit lines (in spite
of no licences for same) . Unsurprisingly daily volumes there were
enormous. ~$3billion. This sparked fees of capital flight from China
Leading to PBOC intervention

Disagreements over how to scale the network have
reached a point of civil war with a significant chunk of
the miners running software which will split off from the
main chain when it reaches a critical mass.
Everyone who owned coins on the original network
would now own coins on both. This may lead to
dumping by ideological purists/ miners trying to kill the
smaller chain. It also opens up technical difficulties replay attacks.
The network effect of two smaller networks less than
sum of the whole.
Dilutes the brand value of bitcoin (one of its massive
upsides) and confusing for consumers - which is the
“real” bitcoin?

This was a major drawback to the proposed bitcoin ETF
as I pointed out in my letter to the SEC on the matter
which was referenced 10 times in their decision.
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Example 1. Online Payments - i.e. Paypal

• Paypal has a market cap of ~57 billion dollars on a business model that largely
consists of undercutting Visa and Mastercard and being more convenient for
them for peer to peer payments.
• Paypal’s Transaction fees are 2.2% or as low as 1.9% for high volume users.
Visa and Mastercard are in the regions of 3%. (Venmo is like paypal for
mobiles)
• Bitcoin’s transaction fees are independent of the amount of the money being
transferred. At current fee levels $0.05 should ensure a transaction hitting
the blockchain within 10 minutes. Potential w scaling for close to 0 fees.
• The nature of bitcoin means peer to peer commerce is as easy as paypal.
Numerous lightwallets have been created that make transactions via QR
codes. (See Rodger’s phone.)
• A company founded in 2011 exists to enable merchants to accept bitcoin but
be immunised from the btc FX risk. They charge 1% for the privilege and had
~12,000 Merchants in 2014.
• Should the btc network scale without large fee rises it’s likely btc will be used
in the backend by payments companies.

Example 2. E-Commerce sites - Ebay and Amazon

• Open Bazaar had been touted as potentially the ‘killer app’ for bitcoin.
• In development since late 2013, launched in April 2016 in a very bare bones
implementation and as yet is pretty underwhelming
• Effectively a decentralised website (hosted on nodes) which is the equivalent of
Ebay and uses BTC as currency with listing fees a little over ~0%.
• This compares with fees of 10.7% + flat listing fees on Ebay and 15% for most items
listed by private sellers on Amazon.
• The “darknet” markets tend to be much better designed in terms of user experience
/ functionality though they tend to run on a single server hidden by ToR rather than
a robust decentralised network.
• Purse.io allows Amazon turks who are paid in Amazon gift cards to ‘effectively’
exchange them for bitcoin = ~15% off amazon purchases using BTC

Example 3. Remittance Payments / Unbanked – Western Union
World bank estimates that average remittances to the 3rd
world incur 7.6% average charges on amount sent.
Western Union have looked to partner with Viber
(Whatsapp for asia) to enable “in app” money transfers.
It’s likely facebook (whatsapp) will do likewise eventually
and some Asian chat apps have partnered w bitcoin
remittance companies to use that in the backend.
.
There are a number of well funded startups
(ABRA , Circle) focusing on phone to phone payments
which just use bitcoin as the backend.
Bitwala - Company that does btc-SEPA bank account
transfers directly (same day settlement) & provides VISA
debit card linked to bitcoin wallet.
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Ethereum is current the second most valuable blockchain right now. I
It is only ~2 years old but already has a $7.5 billion mkt cap. (Off a smaller free float)
It differs from bitcoin in a number of crucial ways, the marketing line: If BTC is digital gold then ETH is
digital oil.
•

Bitcoin’s development philosophy is very conservative and slow, ETH’s is to ‘move fast and break
things’.

•

In bitcoin each address is just that. In ETH an address can contain code as well as a balance of ETH.
You then pay the miners ETH to run that snippet of code as they add the next block. You can then
trust the immutability of that code to execute as it is written.

•

This has a lot more freedom than the scripting language attached to bitcoin which allows ETH
blockchain to emphasise that they are a ‘platform’ and developers to build their applications on top of
Ethereum rather than building their own blockchain they piggyback off the security of the ETH chain.

•

The permissionless nature of allowing anyone to add code has led to a number of security issues
including one of the biggest disasters in crypto to date which resulted in a hard fork (ETH Classic is
the 7th biggest coin by mkt cap)

•

May 2016 “the DAO” (decentralised autonomous organisation) was launched. The DAO was a smart
contract that describes the rules of what was effectively a mutual fund, where the investors vote to
decide what to invest in. It’s initial fund raising was ~ 12 million ETH, about $100m at the time or
$200m at 17th June.

•

It turns out, it’s very difficult to write smart contracts robustly and a hacker stole 3.5 million ETH
on 18th June. He claims he was just playing by the rules of the smart contract.

•

Bottom line- Coding crypto things is Very hard. It will take years before these things take over.

Initial Coin Offerings :
• Launch tokens on a blockchain (say Ethereum) which represent shares in a venture
either governed by smart contracts or by a trust.
• Many blockchain startups are having ICOs for initial funding. Largely as a cynical way to
easily raise funds.
• This has led to a nascent fund management industry with the funds made up of a
combination of coins and tokens that trade on various blockchains.
• Iconomi is a firm which launched itself using an ICO then is using that funding to
develop products such as a tradeable Index of such coins and tokens, and the ability to
set yourself up as a PM (benchmarked vs this index) w smart contracts governing
everything such as management fees, ensuring PM can’t steal the tokens he is
managing, no back office, middle office etc etc etc
i.e. Disintermediating everything between a PM & clients.

